Study on interaction of mangiferin to insulin and glucagon in ternary system.
The binding of mangiferin to insulin and glucagon was investigated in the presence and absence of another Peptide by optical spectroscopy. Fluorescence titration experiments revealed that mangiferin quenched the intrinsic fluorescence of insulin and glucagon by static quenching. The ratios of binding constants of glucagon-mangiferin to insulin-mangiferin at different temperatures were calculated in "pure" and ternary system, respectively. The results indicated that the Peptides were competitive with each other to act on mangiferin. Values of the thermodynamic parameters and the experiments of pH effect proved that the key interacting forces between mangiferin and the Peptides were hydrophobic interaction. In addition, UV-vis absorption, synchronous fluorescence and Fourier transform infrared measurements showed that the conformation of insulin and glucagon were changed after adding mangiferin.